
Glen appliances introduces ‘The Art of Teppanyaki’ to Indian 
Kitchens 

Dec, 2013: The pioneer in the world of premium Kitchen Appliances, Glen India now 
introduces a revolutionary new product in the world of cooking with its efficient Glass Grill 
GL3033. With grilling surface made of German Ceramic Glass, this compact and stylish 
appliance is surely going to add life to cooking. Get introduced to a Teppanyaki cooking style 
which means cooking on a flat bed surface. One can straightaway start cooking sausages, 
carrots, potatoes, eggplant, corn, green bell peppers on the grill plate and enjoy eating them 
right away. Teppanyaki allows grilling the vegetables on one side and on the other side fish 
and simultaneously mixing both to enjoy an exotic grilled fish with vegetables recipe. 

Teppanyaki is a Japanese art of cooking and socializing at the same time, thereby enjoying 
every bit of the flavored savory. Enjoy the view of open kitchen with the Chef cooking 
amazing chicken, fish shrimps, and lobster and relish them with tongue swirling sauces and 
garnishing. This Glen glass grill comes in a stainless steel body and a black colored German 
Schott Ceran (the best ceramic toughened glass available) which is scratch resistant. The 
elegant finish and compact design makes it an unbeatable match to a kitchen. The outer 
handles are safe to touch and help in easier operation of the appliance while cooking. It 
comes with a 12 setting temperature control knob for a better and uniform cooking uptil 250 
degrees and with 1200 W infrared power. This overcomes the major drawback of traditional 
grills which often troubled in struggling with flames leaving the food or hand burnt. With the 
scrapper change the position of the food timely to cook it uniformly.  

Due to the pore-free and sealed ceramic glass grilling surface, very minimal fat is required. 
The fat released from meat gets accumulated on the glass; thereby the food gets cooked in 
its own released oil without adding extra layers to it. Vitamins and minerals are also not 
drawn out; foods retain their natural flavor and remain juicy and tender. This is very much 
suitable in preparing low fat and nutritive dishes everyday in minutes. Perfect for any grill 
appetizer be it French omelet, grilled chicken, paneer tikka, grilled fish etc. This portable 
grill can be simply kept over a table surrounded with friends and family and allows cooking 
delectable meals in minutes. Since it emits no flames and one can control the temperature it 
is never scalding hot and thus makes it 100% safe to use. With its high quality insulation and 
an efficient designed Carbon Fiber heating element, operation of this appliance is fast and 
economical. This is a multi-purpose glass grill and well suited for professional use in the 
catering trade & restaurants, for example in snack bars and cafeterias, and is also exceptional 
for health minded households. 

Convert the stylish dining table into Teppanyaki steakhouses and play the MASTER Chef 
performing a show for the diners, continuing to introduce new variations and tricks with Glen 
Glass Grill GL 3033. One might juggle utensils, flip a shrimp tail into his shirt pocket or toss an 
egg up in the air and split it with a spatula, but one thing is for sure, the fun of social 
gatherings and the sound of cooking will echo for long in everyone’s thoughts.  Enjoy 



restaurant like grill food everyday at Rs.13990/- only. Avail this amazing appliance with one 
year warranty, + 2 year additional warranty on the product by registering on Glenindia.com. 
Glen Glass Grill is surely the best solution to the lifestyle obsessions and conventional grill 
complications. 

Read More at http://blog.glenindia.com/product‐category‐specific/know‐more‐about‐glass‐grill 
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